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Scientific Literature
• Over the last 30 years 

• Earlier runoff cycle
• Lower summer flows
• Increasing water temperatures

• Driver
• Warmer air temperatures

(Al-Chokhachy et al., 2017; Issak et al., 2012; Leppi et al., 2012; Rood et al., 2005; Stewart et al., 2004, 2005)



What does this look like?   
• Earlier
• Lower
• Warmer



Why Does This Matter? 
•Losing habitat—coldwater species
•Highly valued species
•Native species
•Economic value 

• 3.5 million angler days
• 907.8 million in expenditures  

(Lewis and King, 2014) 



Knowledge gap…  

• We know runoff is shifting, BUT… 

Previous studies have only speculated about
broader impacts.

• Our goal was to conduct a systematic investigation of 
these impacts.  



Study Area: The Yellowstone River
• Yellowstone River 2016 Drought
• Outbreak of Proliferative Kidney Disease
• Estimated 10,000 fish were killed by the disease
• Emergency closure of 183 miles of the river

• No fishing, boating, wading, tubing, etc. 
• Full closure lasted 15 days

(Byron, 2016)



Research Questions 
1. Are people perceiving the shift in 

runoff? 
2. Are there impacts from this shift in 

runoff? 
3. If impacts are occurring, what 

strategies are being used to mitigate 
them? 



Methods 
• In-depth semi-structured interviews
• Outfitters, Guides, State Fisheries 

Biologists, and Government 
Researchers

• Inductive coding



Research questions High-level themes Low-level themes
Perceived changes Earlier runoff

Shorter and more intense runoff

Increased annual variability

Impacts Uncertainty Booking guide trips

Warm water in late summer

Altered fishing conditions Tougher fishing

Increased fishing pressure

Changes in aquatic insect life

Species distribution Decreased range of Yellowstone Cutthroat 

Increased range of smallmouth bass

Disease outbreaks Whitefish die-off

Limited geographic scope 

Large social and economic impacts

Imposed fishing regulations Hoot-owl regulations

2016 river closure

Adaptations Adapting catch-and-release

Temporal and spatial shifts

Drought anticipation

Targeting warm-water species during drought events



Question 1: Perceived Changes
•Earlier runoff
•Shorter and more intense runoff
• Increased annual variability



Shifting Runoff: “Dave”
•Started guiding in 1987
•Outfitter in 1992
•Brochure—edits over time 
•Hopper season in August
•“The advice I give now is just so much different 
than it used to be.” 



Research Question High-level theme Low-level theme 

Impacts Uncertainty Booking guide trips

Warm water in late summer

Altered fishing conditions Tougher fishing
Increased fishing pressure

Changes in aquatic insect life

Species distribution Decreased range of Yellowstone Cutthroat 

Increased range of smallmouth bass

Disease outbreaks Whitefish die-off

Limited geographic scope 

Large social and economic impacts

Imposed fishing regulations Hoot-owl regulations

2016 river closure



Question 2: Impacts
•Uncertainty
•Changes in species distribution
•Altered fishing conditions



Altered Fishing Conditions
•Warm and low conditions heavily impact the 
fishing. 

• July and August used to be the best months, 
now August is a gamble. 

•Changes in aquatic insect life. 
• Abundance and timing

•More people make for harder fishing. 



Research question High-level theme Low-level theme

Adaptations Adapting catch-and-release

Temporal and spatial shifts

Drought anticipation

Targeting warm-water species during 
drought events



Question 3: Adaptations
•Altering catch-and-release practices
•Temporal shifts
•Spatial shifts
•Drought anticipation
•Targeting warm-water species



Conclusions
•People are noticing changes

• There are impacts
• Social and Ecological

•Adaptations are occurring



Implications
•More proactive in summer fishery management

• Monitoring water temperatures
• Create additional fishing restrictions (temperature 

stress)

•Monitor delicate resources for angling impacts
• Native species
• Headwater habitat



Final Thought
• “Twenty years ago I kind of looked at [climate 

change] and thought, boy, if I had grandkids, I’d be a 
little bit worried about how it’s really going to 
change the fishing. Now, it’s like screw the 
grandkids, it’s like what is happening to me! It really 
seemed like a lot of this would be slow incremental 
changes…it seems like the changes have come much 
faster than I have ever imagined.” 



For more information, please see…
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Questions? 

Jordan W. Smith, Ph.D.
E-mail: jordan.smith@usu.edu

Website at: extension.usu.edu/iort

Chase C. Lamborn
Phone: 801-856-7476
E-mail: chase.lamborn@usu.edu
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